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 فاّنَ الله عّزَ و جّلَ يحب ان يسأل

ALLAH LOVES THOSE WHO ASK HIM

How to fix our situation

A person goes through different situations in life.
Sadness, happiness, success, failure etc. 

What does Allah want us to do and how to fix our
situation ? 

The best mean is the Dua. The best treatment of
worries and grief is dua. 

Hadith: “For whomsoever the door of dua is opened
then the door of Mercy has been opened for him” 

Dua is the weapon of a believer. This dua is a weapon
against worries, grief, sadness and difficulties. 

Dua is our need. 
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ALLAH LOVES THOSE WHO ASK HIM

how to fix our situation

We should first make efforts and then ask Allah to
put barakah in our efforts. 

It is a way to express to Allah that we are His
servants. To show that We are dependent on Allah.

 
Those who think that they don’t need to make dua,

such a person is not liked by Allah. On the other hand
if we make dua Allah loves that. 

. 
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Asking Allah vs asking human beings

When we ask human beings again and again their love
for us decreases. Even when they give to us, there is

hardness in their heart to give us. 

But if we ask Allah, He is happy to give every time.
Those who ask everything and everything only from
Allah, then Allah  becomes so happy with the person

that he makes that person His friend. 

This is the way we become beloved to Allah. Allah
commands in the Quran that we must make dua to

Him and when we make dua He will accept it. 
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Dua is not a spare wheel 

We should understand the importance of making dua.
All the Prophets in the Quran, we see that they

always turned to Allah in dua. 

Whoever calls to Allah , Allah not only listens to the
duas but also accepts it. Making dua is an

independent act of worship. 
Dua is not a spare wheel,  that when the tire is flat

then  we take it out. But dua is our steering wheel. It is
not only for the difficult times. But even when things

are going smooth, we must be making dua to Allah for
more ease and barakah.  

. 
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 Gets the same thing what was asked. 
 Gets something better
 If it is not accepted in the duniya nor something
better is given then it is reserved for the aakhirah. 

3 ways in which duas are accepted

1.
2.
3.

Dua of the believer is always accepted, but Allah
chooses the manner which is the most beneficial for
us. Allah knows what is best for us and Allah will pick

one of the three ways. 

. 
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 When someone complaints that their dua is not
getting accepted. 
When someone say that they are tired of making
dua but it is not getting accepted. 

When is dua not accepted ?

1.

2.

. 
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 To test whether we are a strong believer or a
weak believer. 

 

3 Usool why there is a delay in the dua

1.

Strong believers are those who don’t leave knocking
the door of Allah. Because they know they  don’t have

any other door to knock.
 Weak believer just knocks the door of Allah a few
times and if the door is not opened, then he goes

away. 
Allah is not needy of us. We are needy of Allah هلالج لج. We

should attach ourselves to Allah. We need to make
dua with consistency. And never be disappointed.
Like a child, who consistently and insistently asks

from the mother,  the child also cries to get what he
wants and then the mother gives to him. 

1.

. 
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3 Usool why there is a delay in the dua

2. Sometimes we do not have that conviction in the
dua. 

Hadith Qudsi: “I am to My servant as he thinks of
Me.” 

Allah says in the Quran “make Dua, and I will answer
you.” 

We have to think well about Allah. And have this
conviction on the promise of Allah. 

Why don’t we have this yakeen ? It is because of
shaitan. Shaitan wants to create the separation

between us and Allah. 

. 
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3 Usool why there is a delay in the dua

The  reality is that, Allah is commanding us to make
dua and does not specify that only pious ones need to

make dua. 
But every single one of us are included in this

command. 
Whether we think we are pious or we are sinners.

Allah will accept everyone’s dua. There is no
differentiation in the Eyes of Allah. We should have

this conviction. 
If Allah accept the dua of shaitan. Then when these

thoughts of doubts come to us that Allah will not
accept my dua then we should say to shaitan “when

Allah answered your dua and is giving you respite till
day of judgement then why will Allah not accept my

dua?”

. 
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3 Usool why there is a delay in the dua

3. Sometimes we don’t have the humility. 

Dua is supposed to be made with humility like a
beggar. 

We have to show that the need is dripping from us.

 In Quran “ Make dua secretly with humility”. 
In our relation with Allah we should make dua by
shedding tears. And if we cannot shed tears then

atleast make a face of crying. 

. 
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Month of making Dua’

Need of the month of Ramadan is that we should
make dua and make dua with these principles in mind. 
We make dua of our own sake. But the beautiful deen

teaches us that even by doing something we are
needy of, makes us the beloved of Allah هلالج لج. 

 

. 


